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1. Occurrence of wollastonite in Nature 
According to the reports so far made public， the main locations of the mineral 
occurred in Japan are roughly summarized in Fig. 1 and Table 1. 
Beside the above-mentioned are there a lot of locations related to the occurrence 
of wollastonite but some representatives wil1 hereunder be introduced in connection 
with its genesis. 
(A) Gobessho 
Geological remarks: The location is situated east of Nyoigadake， Otsu-shi， 
Shiga Prefecture. In the surroundings concerned are found distributed Paleozoic 
formation， Cretaceous biotite-granite and granite and quartz-porphyry (see Fig. 12). 
The former exposed at Mts. Hiei and Daimonji are composed mainly of hornfels of 
slate and sandstone intercalated sporadically with quartzite and crystalline lime-
stone， being probably subjected to contact effects of the latter， and was reasonably 
correlated to a part of Permian member by MATSUSHITA (1950) on the basis of 
certain sort of fossils and of interfingered diabase concerning his geological study 
on the mountainlands disposed on the western， northwestern， and northern sides 
of Kyoto basin. On the other hand a large mass of batholithic granite， some Km 
in diameter， intruding into the former， isappeared accompanying， in parts， injet-
tion of lamprophyre， pegmatite， aplite and quartz veins together with basic xeno・
lithes within its own body and more abundantly along the margin. The intrusive 
under consideration is general1y coarse-grained， grayish white or ¥vhite in color， 
and composed principally of quartz， orthoclase， plagioclase and biotite associated 
with accessories such as allanite in considerable amount and so forth and， specifi-
caly in the central part appeared east of Yamanaka， porphyritic or coarser-grained 
in texture and leucocratic in appearance. The injectives， about 7 m in maximum 
width， represented by lamprophyre， pegmatite， and aplite are found pointing to a 
general trend on NNW-SSE or NNE-SSW chiefly in granitic mass. Of al， lampro-
phyre and aplite might have been formed at the later stage of granite intrusion 
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Table 3. Locations of wollastonite in Japan with geological remarks 
on the surroundings 
Imakane Imakane-cho， Sedanagun， 
Hokkaido 
Geological remarks 
Veins included in andesite and partly in 
horn b lende-gr ani te 
Included in the Permian formation composed 
of sandstone， green-colored rock， limestone and 
slate intruded by granodiorite subsequent to 
tnonzonite， porphyrite and diorite intruded 
along the bedding planes of the sedimen taries 
Comprised in the contact of Paleozoic forma-
tion with granite porphyry and granodiorite 
Contained in the contact of limestone with 
grani tic in trusi ve 
Embraced in the contact of Paleozoic limes-
tone with intrusive 
Enclosed in the unknown Paleozoic formation 
intruded by granitic rocks and serpentinite. 
F ormed in the con tact of metamorphics 
derived from Chichibu formation with 
bioti te-grani te 
Involved in the upper Carboniferous to lower 
or middle Permian formation composed of 
slate， sandstone， chert， limestone and 
diabase intruded by grano-or quartz-diorite 
in truded a t the la ter stage of Miocene 
Enclosed in the con tact of limestone wi th 
granitic intrusive 
Location 
Kamaishi mine Kamaishi -shi， I wate Pref. 
Akakane Esashi， Esashi-gun， Iwate 
Pref. 
Karakuwa 
Yaguki mine 
Karakuwa-mura， Motoyoshi-
gun， Miyagi Pref. 
Sekigawa-mura， Iwafune-
gun， Niigata Pref. 
Yotsukura-cho， Iwakigun， 
Fukushima Pref. 
Kasama -cho， Nishi -Ibaraki-
gun， Ibaraki Pref. 
Sekigawa 
Kagata 
Chichibu mine Nakatugawa， Otaki-mura， 
Chichibu-gun Saitama Pref. 
Hokizawa 
Tokiwa 
Yamakita-cho， Asigara-
kami-gun， Kanagawa Pref. 
Omachi -shi" Nagano Pref. ditto 
Neo Neo・mura，Motosu-gun 
Gifu Pref. 
Involved in Hida gneiss in tercalated wi th 
numerous layers of limestone， intruded by 
granite 
Originated in the contact of limestone with 
granite intrusive 
I In the neighborhood， ]urassic formation 
composed alternation of sandstone and shale 
intruded by melanocratic dikes and quartz 
porphyry and of a smal-scaled Paleozoic 
limestone intercalated with thin layers of 
slate and sheet of leucocratic kinds are 
appeared 
Occurred in the con tact of limestone wi th
acidic in trusi ve 
Produced through the effects of granite and 
quartz-porphyry on limestone of upper 
Kamioka mine Kamioka-cho， Yoshiki-
gun， Gifu Pref . 
• 
Oku-myogata Oku・myogata-mura，Gunjo・
gun， Gifu Pref. 
Nakatatsu 
mlne 
Izumi-mura， Ono-gun， 
Fukui Pref . 
• ，???????? Hiyoshi -cho， Mizunami -shi， 
Gifu Pref. 
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Kasuga 
Horato¥， Itado-
ri， Shimomaki， 
Inui. (Old 
gallery of 
Horato) 
Ishigure 
Mikami-yama， 
Saimyoji 
Hatchono 
Ishiyama 
Daimonji -yama 
(N yoigadake) 
K，oyamaichi 
Ohara mine 
Kogejime 
OkaI1ura mine 
Ofuku 
Yamamoto 
ffilne 
Location 
Kasuga-mura， lbi-gun， 
Gifu Pref. 
Horato・mura，:Bugi-gun， 
Gifu Pref. 
Ishigure-m加ami-muraJ
Imben-gun， Mie Pref. 
Mikarni-yama， Nozu-gun， 
Sai'myoji and Hatchono， 
Gamo-gun， Shiga Pref. 
〈
Ishiyama-cho" Qtsu・shi，
Shiga Pref. 
G，obessho， OtsU'-shi， Shiga 
Pref. 
Koyamaichi， 
Kawakaqli竺cho，
Kawakami-gun， 
Okayama Pref. 
Kogejima， Sekizen-mura 
Och.i-gun， Ehirne Pref. 
Ofuku，.ch!o， Mineせ1i，
Yamagucni Pref. 
Hirao， Yoshi- Yobino・~hô， Kokura-shi， 
wara， Yoshiwa- Goya-c]io， Tagawa shi. 
ra mine，Yoko-KOhar11・cho"Tagawa-gun， 
zuru mine FlJlkuoka Pref 
Obilra 
Kiura 
Ryuho 
〈
Hasegawa-mura， O，rto・g1!il!¥l， 
Oita 1?ref. 
Ono・mura，Minamiamabe-
glln， Oite;)J Pref. 
Ryuho-mura， Yatsushiro・
gun， Kumamoto Pref. 
Geological remarks 
Paleozoic fermation 
Appeared in the contaet of limestone with 
granitic intrusive 
Accompanied with the contact deposit of Cu， 
Pb， and Z u， and incl uded in the can tact of 
1imestone with. granitI!c intrusive in associa-
tion wi th heden ber gIJte and g，arnet 
DIsposed in tlae c0n tact of lsmestone wi th 
granitic intrusi!ve 
ditto 
ditto 
Disposed im the eontact of limestone wi th 
grani tic intrilI!si:ve 
Deposi ted in tne con tact of Paleozoic 
limestone wi th grani tic intrusive 
iF0uud in tfule contaGt of H!tlestone wi th 
granit1c iniUrusi:ve 
Appeared as veins or gangue of con tact 
dlepQsit procluc~ in the contact of Hmestone 
wi tlrl granitirc in trusi ve 
Gangtae of the c0ntact deposit displayed in 
the 'con ta<et of limestone wi th gra1lodiori tic 
mass 
Occurred as vearlso宣 inthe dlepoS<I t observed 
il1l thte eonta<et 0f Pa]eozoic formatios 
cOID1P@sed o，f slat@， sandst0ne， andl limestoae 
with lithoidite afid ~ipa[i1te 
Contaift@G]， in the c0ntaet dJeposit originated 
in↓PaleozoI!c formartion c0mposed of slate， 
sandstone， amd limesrtone 
Enclosed in th@ CQntact of lim@stone inter-
calated in the Ryliho metamorphics wi th 
gra:nitic intrt1sive 
and tne latter is conside;red to have be'en earli'er in stage than the former， whereas 
D:r. HIKI r，egarded these injeetives from et simple source according to his chemical 
analyses. Moreover， it seems nuteworthy tnat there are some quartz veins travers-
， 
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Fig. 12. Geological map in the surroundings of Mt. Daimonji and 
Nyoigadake. (NAKAnMA) 
• 
ing acr09S the lamprophyre dikes. 
In the related area are surely confirmed the networks of faults with the trend 
of NN羽T-SSE and NNE-SS羽人 of which the Hanaore fault running the Hanaore 
pass located in the southwestern corner of Mt. Hira， the valleys of the Takano 
River and into Kyoto basin. 
Mz'neralog y: In relation to the occurrence of wollastonite， some species of 
minerals found commonly in the area are here to be mentioned. Bulk of cordierite 
are recognized in several parts situated in hornfels of slate and those associating 
sakura -ishi， a twinned variety of the former， together with a little amoun t of 
andalusite are also occurred midway up Mt. Daimonji. Abundance of alanite are 
observed in fine-grained， compact facies of granite distributed near the contact 
with slate. It is well-known that various kinds of skarn such as wollastonite， 
vesuvianite， garnet， and salite etc. are revealed on the outcrop of quartzite and of 
a part of lenticular limestone， pointing to EW in strike， embraced in slate dis-
tributing east of Nyoigadake. In these locations， itis regrettably difficult to in-
spect the occurrence of wollastonite on account of being stained through weather-
ing and of irregularity in its content and no exposures displaying the paragenetic 
relation to others are observed in the contact zone between quartzite and limestone. 
The presence of wollastonite is apt to be ascertainable along q uartzite of dike-like 
appearance but not always symmetrical1y along its both sides. Its acicular crystals 
are also scattered within the cracks of quartzite and happen to bear milkyωwhite 
color. By the road about 200m east of the above-nlentioned spot are discernible 
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the irregularshaped veinlets in a comparatively fresh mass of limestone recently 
exca vated， as are il1ustrated in the photo 2 and 3 inspection of these plates 
clearly indicates such a zonal arrangement that vesuvianite enclosed in the central 
part of quartz veinlet， diopside formed in the outer part， wol1astonite produced in 
the outermost portion， and then wal1 of the purely white-colored， crystalline 
limestone revealing variation into faint-blackish one. With approaching to the 
end， the veinlet becomes more and more finer， quartz， diopside， and vesuvianite 
become less in amount， that composed merely with wol1astonite discloses extension 
with width of 2""，3 mm but ultimately pinches away. Furthermore， quartz veinlet 
traversing across faint-blackish limestone is accompanied with a zone of wollastonite 
on both side and with purely white limestone subjected to alteration along the 
outer zone of former， as are evident in the photo 4 and 5. Quartzite is 
¥ appeared under the lower part of this limestone but it is difficult to inspect their 
contact. 
Polished sections prepared from these specimens were examined in detail 
concerning their textures and the growth of crystals etc. Representatives are 
given in the photo 6""，11. 
The facts confirmed from inspection of these plates n1ay imply a sort of 
mineralizer to have invaded with definite trend of flow into the boundary between 
quartzite and limestone and into the minor cracks of quartzite. 
Worth mentioning is that the papery veinlets observed in photo 18 are often 
found traversing across the wall rock， wollastonite-bearing vein， composite vein 
etc.， whi1e ぬntgenometricexamination of those obtained from Hatchono， Shiga 
Prefecture evidently indicate the content of riversideite. 
These photoplates reveal that in the broader part of veinlets concerned quartz 
together with a little amount of vesuvianite are found in the center， salite on 
both sides of the former， and wollastonite along the outermost zone coming into 
contac_t with white-colored crystalline limestone but in the narrower part salite 
associating partly certain amount of vesuvianite is found in the ceJilter instead of 
quartz and other phenomena are simi1ar to that in the former case. Formation of 
white-colored crystalline limestone appeared along the wollastonite zone might 
have been ascribed to decomposition of carbonaceous limestone through the miner-
alizer carrying wollastonite and some others. 
On the other hand the minerals in paragenetic relation to wollastonite were 
also scrutinized by means of X-ray and under microscope. 
Mateγials indissolved 印 HCl:
(a) Date for the residue obtained from grayish black-colored crystalline lime-
stone similar to the specimen in photo 6 through etching with dil. HCl are indi-
cated in Table 4 in correlation to those of A. S. T. M. card. 
In the spacings concerned， presence of quartz and diopside is surely observed but 
no traces of wollastonite are confirmable. Grayish black-colored residue is not 
identified with graphite in spite of its megascopic appearance. Microscopically， 
carbonaceous materials， clastic grains of quartz and crystais of diopside are dis-
cernible. 
(b) Data for the residue obtained from purely white crystalline limestone are 
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shown in Table 5. 
Table 4. Rontgenometrical data for the residue from grayish black-colored 
crystalline limestone 
2 H 
20.76 
21.92 
23.48 
24.10 
26.48 
27.82 
20.78 
30.26 
30.80 
32.98 
34.90 
35.44 
36.46 
39.40 
40.22 
40.88 
41.78 
42.36 
44.88 
45.70 
50.02 
54.72 
55.25 
59.85 
d(A) 
4.28 
4.05 
3.786 
3.690 
3.363 
3.204 
2.998 
2.951 
2.901 
2.714 
2.569 
2.531 
2.462 
2.285 
2.240 
2.206 
2.160 
2.132 
2.018 
1.984 
1.822 
1.676 
1.661 
1.544 
?
??
?
???????????
??
?
???
?
? ??
???
?
?
?
??
?
?
?
?
?
?
，? ?
Mineral 
Quartz 
Apophyllite 
Apophyl1ite 
Quartz 
Diopside， Quartz 
Diopside 
Diopside 
Diopside 
Diogside 
Diopside 
Diopside 
Diopside 
Quartz 
Diopside， Quartz 
Quartz 
Diopside 
Diopside 
Diopside， Quartz 
Diopside 
Quartz， Diopside 
Diopside， Quartz 
Diopside， Quartz 
Diopside 
Quartz 
Table 5. Rontgenometrical data for the residue from white-colored 
crystal1ine limestone 
。
• 2 H d(A) 1/11 Mineral 
20.78 4.27 34 Quartz 
23.02 3.860 11 W ollastoni te 
24.22 3.672 4 Quartz 
25.20 3.531 22 W ollastoni te 
26.55 3.354 100 Diopside， Wollastonite， Quartz 
27.48 3.243 34 Diopside 
28.73 3.105 8 Wol1astonite 
29.84 2.992 26 Diopside， Wollostonite 
30.80 2.901 8 Diopside 
32.78 2.731 3 W ollastoei te 
34.88 2.570 44 Diopside， Wollastonite 
35.48 2.528 14 Diopside 
36.22 2.478 11 Wollastonite 
36.43 2.464 20 Quartz 
38.30 2.348 6 Wollastonite 
38.97 2.309 7 Diopside， W ollastoni te 
8 Satoru KAKITANI 
。
2 f) d(A) 1/11 Mineral 
39.36 2.287 11 Quartz 
40.22 2'.240 8 Quartz 
41.81 2.159 6 Diopside 
42.31 2.134 11 Diopside， Quartz 
45.68 1.984 12 Wollastonite， Diopside， Quartz 
47.16 1.926 4 羽Tol1astoni te 
50.08 1.820 56 Diopside， W ol1astoni te， Quartz 
52.01 1.757 65 Diopside， W ol1astoni te 
53.07 1.724 4 W ol1astoni te 
54.77 1.675 10 Diopside， Qurtz 
55.22 1.662 8 Diopside 
45.50 1.627 9 Diopside 
58.88 1.567 3 Diopside 
59.88 1.543 13 Qurtz 
The spacings representing diopside as well as wollastonite are conspicuously 
appeared and those of q uartz are less intense than in the former case. Microscopic 
inspection also reveals the presence of quartz， acicular wollastonite and diopside. 
(c) Data for the remainder of white-colored vein-like materials， 0.2""，0.3 mm in 
with， included in purely white limestone are il1ustrated in Table 6. 
Table 6. Rりntgenometricaldata for vein-like material included in the remainder 
2 f) d(A) 1/11 Mineral 
23.56 3.773 100 Rankinite 
26.74 3.331 57 1/ 
28.26 3.155 10 1/ 
30.14 2.963 14 1/ 
33.35 2.685 13 1/ 
39.55 2.456 9 // 
50.13 1.817 8 // 
They reveal good accordance with rankinite illustrated in A. S. T. M. card. 
Thin sections of several specimens were microscopical1y examined under micro-
scope. 
Characteristic modes of occurrence of wollastonite and diopside are indicated 
in photo 12， wherein both minerals are intervened among quartz grains， of which 
quartzite is composed. In many cases， acicular crystals of wollastonite are obser-
ved in vein-like arrangement， whi1e diops，ide are found scattered. 
Photo 13 shows either impregnation of euhedral diopside in grayish black-
colored， crystal1ine limestone or q uartz without any traces of reaction in calcite. 
Photo 14 illustrates the occurrence of euhedral diopside and wollastonite， the 
itterstices of which are filled whith later veinlets of calcite. 
Photo 15 reveals either the contact of limestone with veinlets of wollastonite 
or euhedral diopside filling the interstices among calcite and wol1astonite， or which 
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the latter is characterized with， indices (Nx= 1.6205， NY= 1.622， Nz= 1.627) and 
2V(-)==39 0 • 
(B) Ishiyama 
Geological remarks: The location is situated within the composed of the 
Ishiyama Temple， Ishiyama-chδOtsu・shi，Shiga Prefecture. The area concerned 
is composed mainly of muscovite-bearing granite and a member of Paleozoic forma-
tion. The granit1e grouped reasonably into a contemporaneous intrusive with that 
appeared in the district mentioned in the preceding is found cut by aplitic mass 
at the spot situated east of Mt. Iwama， intruded into the Paleozoic member， and 
covered with diluvial beds in the depressed area intervening between Mts. Garan 
and Iwama. The Paleozoic member consisted chiefly of chert and sandstone ac-
companied vvith alternation of sandstone and slate or rarely with lenticular limes-
tone genera】lyreveals a trend of EW or F 700 W together with foldings including 
one anticlinal and two synclinal axes， and is traversed by numerous faults pointing 
to EW， NE-SW， and NW-SE etc. This member has been correlated to Yamaguchi 
facies by Kobayashi and to an upper one of the Paleozoic formation by Miyamura 
on the basis of lithologic features and of occurrence of Triticites， Pseudofusulina， 
and Neoschwagerina etc. in the vicinity of Kurama. 
Most parts of this member might have been altered into hornfels through 
thermal e妊ectsof the granite， and thus faint-purplish colored sandstone as well 
as somewhat blackish chert probably recrystal1ized from slate appeared on Mt. 
Garan and formation of skarns in lenticular limestone cropped out at the Ishiyama 
Temple are also considered to have been resulted. 
It seems accountably conspicuous that the grade of contact metamorphism 
becomes less intense with remoting far from the intrusive. 
Mineralogy: In the compound of the Ishiyama Temple is exposed the limestone 
associated with some kinds of skarn minerals including wollastonite which is 
appointed as a sort of memorial for natural resources. Because of being stained 
through severe weathering， the outcrop concerned is hardly observable. A part 
of tbe specimens are however illustrated in the photo 16.-.18. 
Intense resistance of wollastonite veinlet for weathering is deducible from Alto 
Relievo appeared in grayish black-colored， crystalline limestone， as is obvious in 
photo 16. 
Photo 17 indicates the occurrence of vesuvianite veinlets remained of account 
of their higher resistance for weathering than than of surrounding crystalline 
limestone， in which wollastonite is found scattered. 
Photo 18 reveals wol1astonite with higher relief to be abundantly impregnated 
in crystalline limestone， though its occurrence is somewhat obscure because of 
being soiled. 
(C) HatchoD.O and others 
Geological remarks: The localities are distributed on both wings of the Suzuka 
Mountain-range with NS extension， situating along the prefectural border between 
Shiga and Mie. Of al， those famous for occurrence of skarns are mentioned as 
-・.
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Ishigure-minami-mura， Imben-gun， Mie Pref. 
Tsubaki-ichinomiya， Suzuka-shi， Mie Pref. 
Saimyoji， Gamo・gun，Shiga Pref. 
Bodaiji， Kdga-gun， Shiga Pref. 
IIatchono， Gamo-gun， Shiga Pref. 
Southern half of the mountain-range concerned is composed of biotite granite 
coming into contact with the Paleozoic formation developed either in the eastern 
or in the western side， as is shown in Fig. 13. Exposure of the former is roughly 
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Fig. 13. Geological map of the surrounding of the 
Suzuka Mountain-range. (OGATA) 
parallel to the ridge holding the width of about 8 Km from east to west and the 
extension of about 39 Km from north to south， while the latter with a general 
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trend of EW isseparated into either parts and covered with later formations. 
Several kinds of granitic rocks are found in the region. Porphyritic biotite軸
granite containing large crystals of microcline is exposed in the southern area of 
Anraku Pass， hornblende-biotite-granite locally in the neigh borhood of lneta-diorite 
in the far southern area of the former， large-sized hornblende bearing gabbro sur-
rounded with meta-diorite on Myojo・dakeand Amabiki-yama， medium-grained 
granodiorite resembling the fine-grained one of Ryoke-type in the southern area of 
Noto・yama，biotite-granite-gneiss bearing megascopically identifiable gneissosity com-
posed of alternation of biotite， and silicious layers with interval of 1.-.2 mm inthe 
southeastern area of the mountain-range， and quartz-porphyry injecting into slate 
at the location 1 Km east of Kimigamune. To be noticed is that the granite cropped 
out in the southern area is abundant in xenoliths supplied from the Paleozoic 
member than that appeared in the northern area. Moreover， the characteristic 
presence of granite-gneiss， hornblende-gabbro， and granodiorite may suggest that 
the southeastern regions of the Suzuka Mountain-range are located geologically in 
the outer Rydke zone. 
The Paleozoic member exposed in the southern area of Fujiwara-dake is com-
posed of slate， graywacke sandstone， chert， diabase and a little amount of lenticu-
lar limestone， of which the former two are altered into hornfels and the last into 
crystalline facies through thermal e妊ectsof the granite. Those appeared at Ochiai 
in the eastern area of Numata Pass and at Mandokoro in the western area of the 
same pass are composed of sandstone， slate， and chert together with lenticular 
limestone correlated to a member of lower Permian formation on the basis of 
content of Pseudofusulina. It has been reported that tremolite as wel as wollas-
tonite were contained in limestone belonging to a Paleozoic member metamorphosed 
through contact e妊ectof granite in the vicinity of Ishigure-minami-mura. In the 
northern area of the Oike mine are developed slate including networks of calcite 
veinlets， sandstone， and diabase. Blackcolored chert distributed between Yunoyama 
and Takedaira Passes is impregnated with ores. Lenticular limestone associating 
wollastonite is observable at Shirokuradani， Saimyoji， and Hatchdno. The Paleo-
zoic member developed on the summit of Suzuka Pass is widely si1icified and alte-
red into hornfels， revealing higher grade of contact metamorphism.“Byobuiwaぺ
composed of limestone and located by the Gohei River， is found comprising the 
skarns such as wol1astonite and others. Shaly member accompanying lenticular 
limestone is developed between Itaya and Tsuge along the Kansai Rai1way Line 
and limestone exposed at Tsuge is altered into that of crystaline facies. 
Remarkable is that some pairs of reverse faults with high angle in dip are 
found running through the outer parts of Paleozoic member situated along the 
granitic立lass.
Mineralogy: One of the most noticeable occurrence of wollastonite in the 
terrain concerned is that appeared at Hatchono， Hino・cho，Gamδ-gun. The 
specimen as well as other skarns are obtainable from an outcrop of lenticular 
limestone and quartzite intercalated in the shale of Chichibu formation. This 
outcrop is located in the contact zone with Suzuka granite， though any exposures 
of the related intrusive are not recognized in the neighborhood. As are 
indicated in Figs. 14 and 15， giant mass of wollastonite aggregate is ascertained in 
certain zone intervening between lower quartzite and upper crystalline limestone 
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splitting into finger-like veinlets. Crystals of wollastonite together with others are 
found filling up the spaces between quartzite and limestone and between each 
veinlet. The specimens produced in networks of fine cracks in finger-like quartzite 
are apparently mi1ky-white in color. Veinlets of wollastonite are observed also in 
grayish black-colored crystai1ine limestone appeared slightly far from this outcrop. 
As is shown in Fig. 16， ithappens that wollastonite veinlet， white-colored crystal-
• 
60 cm 
Fsg. 14. A part of outcrop at Hatchono Fig. 15. A part of outcrop at Hatchono 
20 cm 
Fig. 16. A block obtained at Hatchono 
line limestone and quartzite vein are zonal1y arranged with one another and zone 
of wollastonite is not always distributed along both sides of quartzite but assym-
metrically disposed. 
polished sections prepared from the specimens were inspected in detail.A 
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part of the results are shown in the photo 19 and 20 wherein it is clear that 
veinlets of wollastonite are developed apparrently as white lines along the cracks in 
quartzite and traversed by composite veinlets comprising faint-grayish green-colored 
diopside and prehnite. 
Photo 21 illustrates that veinlets of vesuvianite running through white-colored 
crystalline limestone are apt to accompany a sort of wollastonite zone， though in a 
little amount， along their walls but， as is distinct in photo 22， the former happens 
seemingly to lack in the latter. 
Photo 23 and 24 are the figures obtained through etching of the polished 
specimens of white-colored crystalline limestone with dil. HCl. 
Numerous crystals of wol1astonite are observed sticking out on the surface 
where nothing other than calcite was not recognized in the case of being merely 
polished， and wollastonite zones with very thin width are also found along com-
posite vein， 2，..."，，5 mm in width， composed of vesuvianite and faint-grayish or faint-
bluish green-colored diopside identified ぬntgenometrically.
Paragenetic minerals were inspected by means of X-ray and under microscope. 
Table 7. Rontgenometrical data for grayish black-colored crystalline 
limestone 
r 。
2 fj d(A) 1/11 Mineral ‘ 
19.71 4.50 6 Diopside 
26.48 3.363 26 // 
27.48 3.243 33 // 
28.37 3.143 2 // 
29.73 3.002 100 // 
30.16 2.961 33 1/ 
30.75 2.905 33 /ノ
32.94 2.717 4 // 
34.88 2.570 26 // 
35.48 2.528 41 1/ 
38.98 2.309 14 1/ 
40.60 2.220 9 // 
40.85 2.207 8 // 
41.78 2.150 19 1/ 
42.23 2.138 13 // 
42.74 2.114 9 // 
4.4.26 2.045 17 1/ 
44.85 2.019 24 // 
45.97 1.973 7 /ノ
49.58 1.837 16 // 
50.18 1.816 5 /ノ
52.01 1.757 18 // 
54.70 1.677 7 1/ 
55.22 1.662 4 // 
56.50 1.627 24 // 
57.98 1.589 4 // 
58.98 1.565 4 1/ 
59.50 1.552 5 1/ 
， 
. 
• 
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Materials indissolved in HCl: 
(a) Data for the residue obtained some grayish black-colored crystalline 
limestone through etching are represented in Table 7. 
Compared to the specimen c01Uected from Gobessho， Kyoto Prefecture， itis to 
be noted that nothing other than diopside is found in the spacings. 1¥在icroscopical1y
the result is also quite same excepting the presence of carbonaceous materials 
with opaque property. 
(b) Data for the residue obtained from purely white-colored crystal1ine limestone 
through etching are indicated in Table 8. 
Table 8. Rりntgenometricaldata for white-colored crystalline limestone. 
。
2 H d(A) 1/11 Mineral 
23.06 3.854 66 W ollastoni te 
25.20 3.531 38 Wollastonite 
26.72 3.333 47 Diopside， Wollastonite 
27.40 3.252 28 Diopside 
28.80 3.097 42 W ollastoni te 
29.80 2.996 100 Diopside， W ollastoni te 
30.74 2.906 17 Diopside 
32.72 2.736 10 W ollastoni te 
34.88 2.570 44 Diopside. Wollastoni te 
35.42 2.532 30 Diopside 
36.10 2.486 36 W ollas toni te 
38.28 2.349 23 Wollastoni te 
38.92 2.312 22 Diopside. Wollastonite 
40.46 2.228 8 Diopside 
41.20 2.189 14 W ollastoni te 
41.62 2.168 11 Diopside 
42.16 2，.142 20 Diopside 
42.72 2.115 5 Diopside 
44.14 2.0.5 10 Diopside， Wollastoni te 
45.62 1.987 10 W ollastoni te 
47.22 1.923 10 Wollastonite 
49.42 1.843 17 Diopside， Wollastonite 
51.84 1.794 22 Diopside， Wollastonite 
53.05 1.725 13 W ollastoni t~ 
55.20 1.663 9 Dsopside 
56.44 1.629 21 Diopside. 
57.21 1.6.09 8 Wollastonise 
58.77 1.970 4 Diopside 
Compared to the specimen collected from Gobessho， remarkable is that the 
spacings of wollastonite with higher intensity and those of diopside with lower 
intensity are appeared. Microscopically bulk of acicular wollastonite together with 
diopside are surely recognized. 
(c) Data for somewhat brilliant， translucent， white-colored vein-like parts ob-
tained from white-colored crystal1ine limestone through etching are il1ustrated in 
Table 9 with reference to A. S. T. M. card. 
、
， 
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Tble 9. Rりntgenometricaldata for vein-like part 
。
2 fJ d(A) 1/11 Mineral 
25.22 3.528 46 Prehnite 
28.67 3.467 77 Riversideite 
27.06 3.293 54 Prehnite 
27.32 3.262 48 Riversideite 
29.07 3.069 100 Prehnite， Riversideite 
29.89 2.987 29 Riversideite 
31.87 2.806 29 Prehnire， Riversideite 
34.16 2.623 17 Riversideite 
35.07 2.557 91 Prehnite 
38.18 2.335 33 Prehnite 
38.94 2.311 33 Prehnite 
42.33 2.133 11 Prehnete 
43.77 2.066 15 Riversideite 
46.97 1.933 20 Prehnite， Riversideite 
49.37 1.844 20 Prehnite， Riversideitd 
51.62 1.769 21 Prehnite 
55.47 1.655 12 Prehnite， Riversideite 
56.32 1.632 8 Riversideite 
60.02 1.540 21 Riversidei te 
The results reveal the veinlet concerned to be composed of prehnite and 
riversideite. 
(d) Data for vesuvianite veinlet remained from dissolution of white-colored lime骨
stone with dil. HCl are shown in Table 10. 
Table 10. Rontgenometrical data for veinlet of vesuvianite 
。
2 fj d(A) 1/11 Mineral 
25.67 3.467 14 Vesuvianite 
29.37 3.045 19 1/ -32.62 2.743 100 1/ 
34.62 2.589 66 1/ 
36.52 2.452 42 1/ 
41.05 2.197 11 1/ 
42.62 2.120 16 1/ 
48.32 1.882 9 // 
51.93 1.759 15 11 
55.32 1.659 15 1/ 
59.38 1.555 14 1/ 
Thin sections of several specimens were microscopically examined under micro-
scope. 
Photo 25 reveals the occurrence of veinlet composed of garnet and prehnite in 
white-colored crystalline limestone. The garnet was through immersion method 
4・・1哩
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identified with grossularite (N =1. 737). 
Photo 26 represents the stripes of carbonaceous materials intercalated in 
grayish black-colored crystalline limestone. 
Photo 27 shows the occurrence of diopside included as veinlets and impreg-
nated in quartzite. 
Byobuiwa: 
1t is essentially an exposure of limestone soaring as a folding screen opposite 
to the Gohei River， Mie Prefecture. 1n its vicinity a massive body of skarns is 
found enclosed in slate of the Chichibu formation (see Photo 25)， and it is of sig-
nificance that any other bodies are not comprised in limestone appeared no the 
upper and either sides of the former. The skarn body， an aggregate composed 
irregularly of garnet， augite， diopside， calcite and quartz， is involved in si1icified 
slate， its central part being surrounded with outer weathered zone and further-
more with outermost oxidized zone. Later veinlets of calcite are also observed 
cu tting across al of the skarns. 
The polished and thin sections were microscopically p u!'sued for inspection. 
Photo 29 shows a part of the outcrop from which the specimen was sampled. 
Photo 30 indicates the polished specimen obtained from the outcrop revealed 
in photo 29. Paragenetic relation between wollastonite and garnet as well as sili-
cification of slate are therein conspicuously confirmed. This garnet was identified 
with grossularite (N =1. 761) th.rough immersion method. 
Photo 28 displays the specimen obtained from the part most close by slate. 
Finer grains appeared near slate are identified with common augite and coarser 
ones with diopside (2V =590) . 
En passant， some references to the granitic rocks appeared in Kinki Province 
are considered to be of necessity because of their thermal e妊ectson the Paleozoic 
formation embrancing wollastonite and other skarlFs. 
On the basis of that the granite coneerned is found intruding into that of the 
Ryoke type and covered unconformably with the 1zumi sandstone formed at the 
later stage in Cretaceous， itis deduced only that its aJctivity might have brought 
about during certain period later than Triassic. 
As regards the absolute age， some data obtained from chemical analyses， and 
counting ofαtracks， of radioactive minerals have so far been made public. 
TAKEKAWA chemically estimated the age of fergusonite in pegmatite appeared at 
Oro，Naka引 1n，Kyoto Prefecture as 146 x 106 years and that of al1anite 0枕ained
from Mie・murain the same district as 120 x 106 years， suggesting activity of the 
related granite in Jurassic. The autoradiographical measurements achieved by 
HAYASE clearly point to that the granite appeared at Mt. Tanokami， Shiga Prefec-
ture is correlative to the middle Cretaceous is age and those developed at Hofu， 
Yamaguchi Prefecture， at Kitashirakawa and Hoki， Kyoto Prefecture， and at Kata-
noyama， Osaka， Prefecture are to the upper Cretaceous in age， whi1e the former 
is chronologically contemporaneous with， or somewhat earlier in stage than， the 
Ryoke granite and the granites occurred at Higashi-maizuru and Takeno， Kyoto 
Prefecture， and at Yumura and Minukiyam， Hyogo Prefecture are taken as those 
in Tertiary. 
'且
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KOBAYASm (1941) suggested in his dissertation on Sakawa orogenic cycle and 
origin of Japan Island that the Ryoke granite was intruded at the earlier stage in 
Cretaceous， whereas some other authors are of the opinion that plutonism and 
metamorphism of the Ryoke and Sanbagawa zones are connected with the tec-
togenesis， which took place in the later Paleozoic or in the earlier Mesozoic. The 
recent data obtained through K-Ar method etc. show that the age of measured 
minerals or the Ryoke granites is about middle Cretaceous. 
(D) Kogejima 
Geologz・calren~arks: The islet concerned is isolated in Seto・Inland-Sea17 Km 
NNW of Imabari-shi， Ehime Prefecture， as is il1ustrated in Fig. 17. 
/ 
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Fig. 17. Location map 
In Kogejima and its surroundings are appeared the Paleozoic formation lying 
roof-pendantly over granite. The former is generally composed of sandstone， slate， 
quartzite and lenticular limestone revealing the trend pointing nearly to E羽Tand 
northward dip in low angle with local variation in more or less amount， and alter-
ed into hornfels or crystalline facies through thermal e任ectsof the later intrusives. 
One of the latter is a sort of biotite-granite grouped into the Hiroshima type， 
accompanying diorite， granite-porphyry， diabase， and later basalt intruding or in-
jecting into the Paleozoic member as batholithes or as dikes. 
In Kogejima， the granite is exposed in small scale on the southwestern coast， 
diorite is between Kanashiki and Shirohana， granite-porphyry is in the northeastern 
， 
一一
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part， black-colored， doleritic dike with strike of N 300 E and width of 50~60 cm is 
in limestone located south of Shinmei， and green-colored， severely metamorphosed 
diabase with width of 80 cm is in limestone occurred at the Okamura mine. The 
Paleozoic member composed of metamorphosed slate， phyllitic facies and limestone 
is stratified in succession and developed in arc-like distribution with synclinal axis 
of E羽Ttrend along a line connecting Okamura mine with Koge mine and those of 
N 300 W observed at Sekizen mine. Limestone is ordinari1y situated on， or inter-
fingered with， phyllite and associated with thin layers of quartzite and slate， 
splitting into three parts probably through crustal movement. Contact e妊ectof 
granite on limestone is conspicuous especial1y at the Okamura mine. Grayish white 
or black-colored， crystal1ine， in lower grade， limestones are predominant at the 
Sekizen mine and purely white-colored， crystalline ones are so at the Okamura 
and Koge mines. Phyllitic slates interfingered with the former are developed con-
tinuously in the northeastern and central areas and traversed by N S fault in the 
western area， bearing either black- to blackish brown-colored appearance or 
appearance or foliation and higher grade of metamorphism with depth. Meta-
morphosed phyllite situating in the lowermost horizon in this islet is found inter-
calated with thin layers of slate and chert along the coast， revea1ing a gradual 
variation in to the upper strata and EW trend with dip of 300 S on the northern 
side and with northward dip in low angle on the southern side. Moreover its 
grade of metamorphism is more distinct on the lower horizon and on the south-
western coast， indicating variation into striped hornfels. Quartzite， transl ucent， 
faint blackish in color and about 1m in width， is intercalated in limestone and 
metamorphosed phyllite but its thin layers with width of some cm happen to be 
included in limestone， disclosing recrystallizat廿LO∞nbut on st廿ra抗ti泊負Cαat“Lω似0:もn
lβMiμM?n1ωeralogy: W ollastonite is found merely on the exca vated s叩poωt0ぱfthe Oka-
mura mine， though limestones occurred in some other mines such as Imura， Koge 
and Honmurakami are nor being worked for various purpose ond those appeared 
at the Koge mine or particularly near the coast of Tatsu-ga・hanaare purely white 
in color， coarser in grain-size， of higher crystallinity， and considered convenient for 
occurrence of wollastonite. 
At the Okamura mine， either the occurrence of wol1astonite， which however 
is now being excluded as impuritics for the objective， or the contact between 
limestone and quartzite are observable in detail. As was shown in the photo 
31 and 32， wol1astonite is， in the main， found included in the veinlet running along， 
or intersecting obliquely with， the bedding plane of limestone. Its singular ar-
rangement with a definite direction in the veinlet has already been indicated in 
photo 41. 
The mineral is recognized simHarly not only in the veinlets developed along 
the contact plane of stratified q uartzite intercalated between limestone， as is dis-
tinct from inspection of photo 33， but also in those illing UPI the cracks of 
quartzite. An apophyllite vein traversing nearly perpendicular to limestone in-
cluding quartzite together with veinlets of wol1astonite. 
Photo 34 iIlustrate the occurrence of faint grayish greencolored quartzite， 
around which not trace of wollastonite is discernible， to be enclosed in ¥vhite-or 
grayish black-colored crystalline limestone at the Honmurakami mine. 
Photo 35 indicates the harren ~uartz accompanying no trace of wollastonite in 
、
ー
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limestone though the latter is conspicuously silicified. 
Photo 36 also reveals that the veinlets of white-colored crystalline limestone 
with no content of wol1astonite are embrace<!l in grayish black-colored one. 
At the Koge mine， any traces of wollastonite are not found at al in the stripes 
of stratified slaty limestone included in white-colored crystalline limestone， as are 
represented in the photo 37 and 38. 
Photo 39 discloses a mass of wollastonite， cut across by apophyllite veinlets， 
obtained from the Okamura mine. Worthy mentioning is at least at this mine 
that wollastonite vein running nearly along the bedding planes of limestone might 
have taken a part in decoloration of grayish black-colored limestone or its varia-
tion into white-colored crystalline facies. Vesuvianite veinlets are also found cutt-
ing across the massive wollastonite composed in white-colored crystal1ine lI1nestone. 
(E) Ryuho 
Geological remarks: Mt. Ryuho， 0'n the foot of which wollastonite as well as 
some kinds of skarns are found distributed， islocated at Ryuho-mura， Yatsushiro・
gun， Kumamoto Prefecture near the coastal plain along the Ariake Sea. The 
Ryuho mountain-range is composed of so-called Ryuho n1etamorphics. The Miya-
hara granitic rocks yielding thermal e妊ectsof the former are exposed in the 
northern area， while the Usuki-Yatsushiro structuralline is found running thr0'ugh 
with a trend of NE-S羽Tin the southern area and the Hinaku fault pointing nearly 
to EW isalong the western margin， west of which is covered with alluvial de-
posits. I1 the northern area of the Miyahara granite is appeared the Higo gneiss 
which is surely intruded by the former and composed characteristically composed 
of the Tocks derived from sedimentary origin and of some thick layers of inter-
calated limestone. 
As for the metamorphism of the region including the Ryuho mountain-range， 
the works achieved by YAMAMOTO are specifically to be noted. Southern half of 
the Ryuho metamorphics is consisted mainly of black-colored slate， calcareous 
slate and crystalline lin1estone， and their northern half is of igneous rocks includ-
ing chiefiy the volcanics and injectives of intermediate property as wel1 as some 
considerably thick layers of limestone. Regional metamorphism on these rocks in 
lower grade are confirmed in that finer-grained rocks are recrystallized into green-
schist facies and medium-grained ones also into that similar to the former in 
property excepting the blast-poryhyritic texture derived from phenocrysts while 
foliations are wel1-developed in either facies. 
On the northern end of the Ryuho metamorphics is appeared the epidote骨facies
derived through contact e妊ectsof the Miyahara granite， on or in which masses of 
amphibolite are in places found lying roof-pendantly or as xenoliths. Original rocks 
of the metamorphics displaying a general trend of N450 -.，600E with dip of 300 -.，600 
SE have been determined as were formed in the middle Permian on the basis of 
Verbeekina discovered in the limestone of impure property. 
The Miyahara granitic rocks intruding concordantly into the above-mentioned 
metamorphics are extended from east (less than 100 11 in vvidth at Shimoyabe-
mura) to west (about 5 Km in width on the western most side) and composed 
essentially of tonalitic to granodioritic facies. Tonalite occupying the southern half 
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of the mass is coarse-to medium-grained in most parts and characterized with 
irregular scattering of green-to darkish black-colored hornblende of ca. 0.5 cm in 
size together with anhedral biotite in less amount. Microscopically， itis composed 
of plagioclase， hornblende， biotite， quartz， orthoclase including a little amount of 
microcline， and accessories such as zircon， apatite， magnetite and rarely al1anite. 
Granodiorite appeared in the northern half is medium-grained， massive， homogene-
ous in property， nearly lacking in schistosity and poor in basic inclusions and 
characterized with scattered presence of anhedral biotite instead of hornblende. 
Microscopically， itis composed of plagioclase， hornblende， biotite， quartz， orthoclase 
with a little amount of microcline and accessories such as zircon， apatite etc.. 
These end-facies are apt to represent a gradual transition with each other but 
to come into contact with each other with fault. Porphyritic and aplitic dikes are 
found injecting into these intrusives. The activity of the Miyahara granite is 
considered by YAMAMOTO to have taken place in Triassic on the basis of geological 
happen facts as well as the data obtained through zircon method and previous view 
suggests it to have a relation to that in Cretaceous but it is stil remained 
questionable whether may be justifiable to more extent. 
Mineralogy: Fine-sized crystals of wollastonite are found at the contact of the 
Miyanohara granite with limestone and state belonging to the Ryuho metamorphics 
appeared half-way up a branch of Mt. Ryuho behind the primary school at Kozen-
ji. On this spot， limestone is observed altered into milky white-colored， silicified 
crystal1ine facies and slate into hornfels， in which skarn minerals are not discrimi-
nated because of severe weathering. An outcrop of limestone exposed in 
somewhat lower place is illustrated in Fig. 18 wherein veinlets of wallastonite are 
50 cm 
Fig. 18. A part of outcrop at Ryuho. 
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ascertainable in white-colored limestone derived fron1 impure facies and traversed 
by those of vesuvianite. 
Minerals in paragenesis with wollastonite are rりntgenometrically researched. 
White-colored， veinlet-like part remained through dissolution of white-colored， 
crystalline limestone with dil. HCl yields such spacings as are indicated in Table 
11. 
Table 11. Rりntgenometricaldata for the remainder through etching wi th dil. HCl 
。
2 H d(A) 1/11 Mineral 
25.17 3.535 100 Tobermori te， Prehni te 
25.66 3.469 46 Ri versidei te 
27.19 3.277 39 Prehnite 
27.36 3.257 39 Riversidei te 
28.58 3.121 35 Tobermorite 
29.17 3.059 68 Prehnite 
31.55 2.833 22 Tobermorite， Prehnite 
35.19 2.548 46 Prehnite 
35.55 2.523 18 Tobermori te 
38.23 2.352 17 Prehnite 
38.95 2.310 24 Riversideite 
43.82 2.064 21 Ri versidei te 
46.99 1.932 20 Prehnite 
49.36 1.845 18 Prehnite 
The results obtained surely reveal the presence of prehnite， riverisdeite and 
tobermorite. 
The part composed merely of pale-greenish， papery mineral obtained through 
exc[usion of the veinlet-like part mentioned above gives such spacings as are 
shown in Table 12. 
The results obtained surely reveal the presence of prehnite， riversideite and 
to bermorite. 
The part composed merely of pale-greenish， papery mineral obtained through 
exclusion of the veinlet-like part mentioned above gives such spacings as are 
shown in Table 12. 
The results obtained clearly suggest the content of tobermorite in most amount 
together with diopside and riversideite in a little amount. 
Composite veinlet including white-colored l11inerals and transparent ones 
traversing across the aggregates of wollastonite presents the spacings illustrated 
in Table 13. 
The results obtained evidently the presence of apophyl1ite and crestmoreite 
associated with wollastonite mixed on sampling. 
司惨
(F) Some conslderation.s 
As the so-called contact or pyrometasomatic deposits of cOlnparatively large 
scale in ]apan are mentionable those of Kamioka， Yamato， Nakatatsu， Yakuki， 
Kamaishi， and Chichibu etc.， in which the occurrence of skarn minerals or skar・M-
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Table 12. Rりntgenometricaldata for pale-greenish papery mineral 
。
2 H d(A) I/I1 Mineral 
25.17 3.535 100 Tobermorite 
25.66 3.469 16 Ri versidei te 
26.76 3.329 49 Diopside 
27.29 3.265 11 Riversidei te 
28.62 3.116 41 Tobermori te 、
29.94 2.982 14 Tobermorite 
30.37 2.941 11 Diopside 
30.98 2.884 28 Diopside 
31.58 2.831 30 Tobermorite 
31.97 2.797 11 Riversideite 
34.61 2.590 26 Diopside 
35.46 2.529 17 Tobermorite， Diopside 
36.65 2.450 10 Tobermori te 
41.75 2.162 9 Diopside 
43.88 2.062 10 Ri versidei te 
44.79 2.022 12 Diopside 
45.33 1.999 26 Tobermorite 
50.13 1.818 10 Diopside 
52.27 1.749 8 Diopside 
56.74 1.621 24 Tobermori te， Diopside 
60.34 1.533 14 Tobermori te， Riversidei te 
Table 13. Rりntgenometricaldata for compo3ite veinlet 
。
2 H d(A) I/I1 Mineral 
19.59 4.528 13 Apophyllite 
-22.54 3.941 100 Apophy li te 
23.21 3.829 19 WollastoFli te
23.69 3.753 34 Crestmorei te 
24.90 3.573 8 Wollastonite 
25.37 3.503 8 Wollastonite 
26.67 3.340 8 W ollasthni te 
28.67 3.111 59 Crestmorei te 
29.96 2.980 64 Crestmoreite， Apophyllite 
3:I.30 2'.8515 36 Crestmoreite 
36.09 2.487 13 Apophyllite， Wollastonite 
37.01 2.427 6 Apophyllite 
41.24 2.187 25 Apophyl1ite， Crestmoreite 
41.82 2.158 10 Apophyllite 
42.89 2.107 5 Apophyllite 
45.45 1.994 14 W ollastoni te 
48.58 1.731 8 Crestmorei te 
51.67 1.768 12 Apophyl1ite 
52.37 1.746 5 Crestmorei te 
53.26 1.718 11 Apophyllite， Wol1astonite 
57.25 1.008 11 Wol1astonite 
58.39 1.579 35 Apophyllite 
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zation have naturally been recognized in relation mainly to metasomatic process or 
partly to solid reaction on the whole. "Reaction skarn" derived probably from 
solid reaction between certain cOmponents have also been confirmed in minor con-
tent by some authors， e. g.羽Tatanabe，whereas most of the previous works 
seem to have been dealt in connection with the e妊ectsof magmatic solution or 
with recrystallization of limestone. 
On the other hand， the decrepitation data given by NISHIO et al (1953) indicate 
that the ores of Kamioka deposit might have been formed at 2300 -375 oC， those of 
Chichibu deposit at 2270 -405 oC， and those of Obira deposit at 2500 -390 oc. The 
results obtained by MIYAZAWA et al(1957) through heating microscope also show 
the formation temperature of ores and gangues to have been considerably lower 
than was so far expected. According to their estimation， lievrite， for example， is
believ1ed to have been produced at 405c C， though this may be the highest of all. 
Regrettable is that there have been no data concerning wollastonite and other 
skarns. 
Some authors have alluded directly to the occurrence of wollastonite. SEKINE 
(1958) grouped its occurrence at Yamato deposit into six types such as: (1) ir-
regular mas'S or n抗 wo，rksof veinlets in chert， (2) irregular networks of veinlets 
in limestone， (3) occurrence at the contact between limestone and chert， (4) mass 
of skarns， (5) paragenesis with ferromagnesian skarns and ore minerals， and (6) 
paragenesis with ore veinlets. Moreover， he pointed out either the formation of 
wollastonite at the earlier stage of skarnization prior to ore deposjtion or di:ficulty 
in enligh tening the role of thermal e妊ectsof the related intrusive and that ir-
regular networks of wollastonite veinlets comprised in limestone are to be connec-
ted with the reaction of Si02 contained as impurities with limestone as to be 
ascribed to the reaction of Si02 dissolved into high-temperature solution ascending 
in the process of ore genesis or of thermal metamorphism while wollastonite， less 
than 5 cm in width， appeared at the contact between limestone and chert might 
have seemingly been produced through their reaction. According to the view 
given by 1NOUE et al (1958)， wollastonite occurred at Kogejima is considered to 
have been produced merely in the part metamorphosed severely through thermal 
e妊ectsalong the bedding planes particularly near q uartzite intercalated in limest-
one. 1n the report published by HORIUCHI (1960) wollastonite developed at Sawa 
is reputed to have been formed through complete metasomatism of thin layers of 
limestone intercalated in alternation of chert， slate， and sandstone or it is found as 
massive or stratified bodies at the contact of limestone with other rocks or in 
the cracks of chert; the seemingly colossal mass appeared at Kanamaru is actu-
aUy nothing other than aggregate of wollastonite fil1ing the cracks of， or covern-
ing the bedding plane of， chert; wollastonite distributed at Tdkakagura is found 
producing the white-or grayish white-colored veinlets， about 5 cm in maximum 
width， along the bedding planes of， or in the cracks of， chert accompanied with 
abundance of garnet and diopside ;and that occurred on the spot opposite to Sugi-
nosawa is observed as mass derived through metasomatism of a part of limestone. 
1n spite of the opinions lnentioned above， copsiderably di妊erentconclusions 
concerning genesis of wol1asthnite have been reached by the present writer 
though the researched area was merely confined to the contact zone accomyany-
ing no ore minerals. 1ndifference of its formrtion to the reaction of quartzite or 
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Si02 included as impurities with limestone is reasonably deduced from that: 
(1) wol1astonite is not always found produced along either wal1s of quartzite vein; 
(2) acicular crystals of wollastonite comprised in the well-defined vein are ar-
ranged not perpendicular but rather parallel to the wall or obliquely; (3) zones of 
¥vollastonite are developed not usually confined to the contact of quartzite with 
limestone but rather abundantly in limestone even if quartzite is contained in the 
latter; (4) wollastonite is formed not only along the bedding planes of limestone 
and quartzite but also， in many cases， intersecting with them and arranged at 
random in the cracks of quartzite; and (5) wollastonite is used to be embraced 
not in grayish black-colored， crystalline limestone but i:n purely white-colored 
facies， wherein its dendritic arrangement discerned through etching with hydro-
chloric acid seems to point to a remarkable trend. Furthermore， itseems toler-
ably rational to take into account that the grayish black-colored crystal1ine， 
limestone might have been resulted from earlier e妊ectbringing about its cryst-
al1ization and then leached into the purely white facies through later invasion of 
solution along its passage. As for this regards， very significant is SPURR'S view 
(1932) suggesting that the ores， when deposited in limestone， might have been 
formed in fissures， as is recognized simi1arly in the case of other kind of country 
rocks， and marblization of limestone might have been caused not by thermal 
effects of intrusive but rather by ascending solution. 
V. DIscussion 
A number of works concerning wollastonite have hitherto been carried into 
e妊ectwith respect to various problems taking in synthetic experiments， natural 
occurrence， morphology or crystallography， physical chemistry or the CaO・Si02
syste;n， role in metamorphism and so forth. Th.e present author has also con-
trived to find out the relation of several experimental data obtained for synthesis 
of wollasωnite to its actual occurrencee in Nature. 
LIEBAU (1957) and BELOW (1957) 凶ntgenometricallyindicated the mineral 
concerned to be constructed of repeated three chains of tetrahedral Si02 cotnpar-
ed to pyroxene constructed of two chains. This di妊erencemay take part in their 
genesis in Nature. 1n the previous experiments， wollastonite has often been 
prepared in coexistence of water or water vapour at 400-4500C under nearly 1 
atom. press， while， in the furnace without water or from CaSi03 glass， it was 
necessary to be manufactured at 8000 -10000 C. C. R. Fonder and H. C. Froelich 
(1948) obtained the purely synthetic CaS1i03， (s・modification) through firing in 
presence of steam at 7500 for 16 hrs， and stated that (1) CaSi03 is not synthe-
sized directly with the molecular ratio CaO : Si02== 1 : 1， (2) in the reaction， 
CaSi03 (metasi1icate) is apt to be produced secondari1y through combination of 
Si02 with primarily formed Ca2Si04 (orthosi】icate);(3) Steam rnay play a role 
of nonpermanent gaseous catalyst to activate the reaction and to expect the growth 
of perfect crystal more likely in the secondary reaction of Ca2Si04 with Si02 than 
in the primary process producing Ca2Si04; and (4) that obtained at 1150 oC lower 
than transition point represents the higher-temperature modification (α-CaSi02 : 
pseudowollastonite) and transformation from αto s is not recognizable， whi1e the 
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lower-temperature one ({3・CaSi03)is easily producible through addition of MnO or 
PbO since solid solution is probably formed between CaSi03 and MnSi03 and， 
in conseq uence， the transition point from {3 toαmay be raised with content of 
MnO. HARKER and TUTTLE (1956) also emphasized a sort of catalytic role of 
water， whatever it may be aqueous or gaseous， in preparation of wollastonite 
from the reaction of calcite with quartz. It is regrettable that the experiments 
in the system taking in water are stil remained to be scrutinized in detai1 by 
the present author， but the presence of water is surely reputed to be extremely 
of significance in natural formation of the mineral concerned. 
As for the genesis of skarns， theories concerning the recrystallization of limes-
tone have long been predominated but that adhering the later seems to have 
become more active， resulting in prevalence of the term of contact-metasomatic 
or pyrometasomatic. According to LINDGREN'S view on metamorphism of Bingham 
limestone， itseems that detrital grains of quartz in the Highland Bog formation 
were almost completely consumed to produce 65% of silicates while on the contrar-
y certain amount， i.e. 24g/100cm3， of Si02 derived probably from magmatic source 
were added to the Yampa limestone， and he proposed， in agreement with WINCHE-
LL'S theory， an indispensable addition of materials in these metamorphic processes. 
WILLBOURN (1926， 1927) reached a be!ief that band of wollastonite in Beatrice mine 
might have been originated along the contact between pegmatite ascending in 
liquidus state and marble through chemical action in slight grade. These opinions 
are considered evidently to place emphasis on the reaction of invading solution 
with limestone. 
Examples of skarns deri ved intrinsically through so-called contact e妊ectsare 
tolerably scarce， but MAGNUSSON'S， reaction skarn' (1936) produced through rec-
rystal1ization in regional metamorphism， TILLEY'S 'primary skarn' (1951) formed at 
the contact of intrusive with carbonate rock， and KENNEDY'S view (1959) concern-
ing the reaction skarn originated through di任usionof Ca as a result of thermal 
e妊ectsof Tertiary dolerite on cornstone enclosed in sandstone and of pseudo-
morphous replacement of quartz grains， even if probably under accidental or 
abnormal chemical control， are believed worth mentioning. Nevertheless， these 
sorts of skarn developed in so-called pyrometasomatic deposits are extremely 
con:fined to a few localities and general1y of smal1 scale， and surely considered to 
have not been produced merely through thermal e妊ects. In relation to this， that 
LORING COES (1955) proved the influence of chemical factor beside temperature 
and pressure in the synthesis of aluminium si1icates is to be remembered， since 
property of mineralizer or presence of water are believed to have taken an impor-
tant part not only in genesis of wollastonite but also in that of others in the light 
of their natural occurrence， some experimental data， and property of water， as to 
which BERNAL and FOWLER (1933) investigated in detail. Though in no relation 
to genesis of wollastonite，RAMBERG〈1952〉pointedout either the agency of water 
as a sort of catalyst in regional metamorphism or the role of OH radical in for-
mation of metamorphic minerals. As was alluded to already， the present writer 
has also reached a conclusion pointing to difficulty in synthesis of ¥vollastonite 
through reaction between Si02and CaC03at the state without water，whereas R. 
I.Harker and TUTTI，E (1956〉weresuccessful in preparation of minute-grained 
wollastonite in presence of steam under the pressure of CO2 and obtained Iarnite 
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(2CaO・Si02) at the initial stage under such a condition nearly at 1 atm. press as 
was simi1ar to in the case of the writer's experiment. 
On the hand， itseems indubitable that natural occurrences of wollastonite are 
to be more emphatically referred to rather than the synthetically obtained data. 
'fhere seems almost no room to deny its occurrence of magmatic origin. In so・
called pyrometasomatic deposits， the veins of hedenbergite and of wollastonite are 
likely to be appeared more commonly with remoting from the ore bodies. Accord-
ing to the recent works， even these sorts of ores are reasonably reputed to have 
been formed at a temperature far lower than as were previously believed. As a 
matter of fact， the occurrences of wollastonite together with certain kinds of 
skarns observed in some localities and detai1ed interpretation of the literatures 
published surely bring out with higher probability that the nlIneral in question is 
to be ordinari1y produced from hydrothermal solution at not so much high temper-
ature as has h.itherto been believed. In conseq uence， alteration through this kind 
of ascending solution on wall rocks is ascertainable nowhere at least in the locali-
ties of wollastonite and thermal e妊ectsof intrusive as well as reactions of volatile 
or fluidal materials. On the surrounding rocks are not n，eoessarHy requisite to 
genesis of wol1astonite and its allied minerals whi1e opening of the passage con-
venient for ascension of mineralizer， that is to say， structural control on country 
rocks may be required to a considerable extent. It is to be added to thatぬe
occurrence of wol1astonite cannot be discussed merely on the basis of its mega-
scopic appearance since those observed at a glance as massive bodies or as impreg-
nation， as if they were derived from thermal e妊ects，are often really composed of 
assemblages or networks of low-temperature. 
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Photo 1. Central part of the reaction layer revealing flow-structure of pseudo-wollastonite 
(dark-cloudy) together with remained grains of quartz (white-colored). With cross-
ed nicols. (See p. 200 of Part 1 ofぬispaper.) 
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Explanation of Plate 1 
Photo 2.Grayish black-colored，crystalline limestone is traversed by quartz vein inch1dinrT 
vesuvianite. Along the outer z∞e of the vein is 出sposedcalcite accompanied wit: 
the outermost zone of wollastonite comprised in vein-like，white-colored limestone. 
The later happens to involve only woIlastonite. 
Photo 3 今ua山 veinvarying in to wollastoni te and then pinching ou t 
fCJ: quartz-vein， S: sali te， V: vesuviani te， W: wollastoni te 
Photo 4.Vein-like，crystalline limestone bearing no quartz vein. 
Photo 5.silicit1ed limestone (White-colored part)enclosing wollastonite in parts. 
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Explanation of Plate 1 
Photo 6. Grayish black-colored crystalline limestone. Blackish stripes represent the aggre-
gates of carbonaceous materials. 
Photo 7. Contact of veinlike quartzite with white crystalline limestone. White acicular 
wollastonite is observed in fluidal arrangement protruding obliquely toward the 
center of its own veinlet. W: wol1astonite， Q: quartz 
Photo 8. The specimen obtained through etching with di1. HC1. Composite veinlet including 
prehnite and diopside is appeared cutting across the white Crystalline limestone and 
wol1astonite is formed between the veinlet and limestone. Silici負edparts of lime-
stone， composite veinlet， and some of white-colored papery veinlets cutting almost 
perpendiculary across the fomer are stil1 remained. D : diopside， P: prehnite， R: 
reversideite， S. LS: silicified limetshne 
Photo 9. The specimen obtained through etching with d i1l • HCl. 
Wol1astonite veinlet developed between vein-like quartzite and white crystal1ine 
limestone. Wol1astonite is comprised also in minor cracks of faint-grayish quartzite， 
yielding a white-colored appearance. 
Dendritic developments wol1astonite veiJillets， which were not observable on polished 
planes， are appeared through dissolution of calcite， pointing to their directional in-
vasion. Q: quartz， W: wol1astonite 
Photo 10. A part of veinlets running through limestone. Q: quartz， S: salite， Wollastonite 
Photo 11. A part of veinlets invading into limestone. S: salite， V: vesuvianite， W: wollasto-
nite 
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Explanation of Plate 111 
Photo 12. Wol1astonite and diopside. Merely with a lower nicol. Q: quartz， D: diopside， 
W: wollastonite 
Photo 13. Diopside and quartz enclosed in calcite. With crossed nicols. Q: quartz， C: calci-
te， D. diopside 
Photo 14. Diopside and wollastonite. Merely with lower ni:coL D: diopside， W: wol1astonite 
C: calci te， Q: quartz 
Photo 15.Contact of limestone with wollastonite.With crossed nicols.C:calcite，D:diop-
side， W: wollastoni te 
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Explanation of Plate IV 
Photo 16. Wollastonite comprised in grayish black-colored limestone. 
Photo 17. Veinlets of vesuviani te. 
Photo 18. Impregnated wollastonite ， 
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Explanation of Plate V 
Photo 19. Wollastonite included in the cracks of quartzite. 
Photo 20. Composite vein of diopside and prehnite cutting across the vein of wollastonite 
appeared in the cracks of quartzite. 
Photo 21. Relation of vesuvianite to wollastonite. 
Photo 22. Occurrence of vesuvianite in absence of wollastonite. 
Photo 23. Protruding figure of wollastonite on etching of polsihed surface with di1. HC1. 
Photo 24. Protruding figure of wollastonite on etching of polished surface with di1. HC1. 
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Explanation of Plate VI 
Photo 25.Composite veinlet including garnet and prehnite.With crossed nicols 
C: calcite， G: garnet， P: prehnite 
Photo 26. Carbonaceous materials. With a single nicol. 
C: calcite 
Photo 27. Diopside in quartzite. D: diopside， Q: quartz 
Photo 28. Specimen obtained near slate. 
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、 Explanation of Plate VII 
Photo 29. Sight of the outcrop. 
Photo 30. Paragenesis of wollastonite and garnet. D: diopside， G : garnet， W: wollastonite 
Photo 31. Wollastonite vein distributed along the stratified plane of crystalline limestone. 
W: wol1astoni te 
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Explanation of Plate VIII 
Photo 32. Wol1astonite vein running along the stratified plane of grayish black-colored， cry-
strlline limestone. Acicular crystals of wollastonite developed nearly along its 
own vein. W: wol1astonite 
Photo 33. Veinlet of wollastonite along the contact plane quartzite with limestone. 
Q: quartzite， W: wollastonite 
Photo 34. Occurrence of quartzite. L: crystalline limestone， Q: quartzite 
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Explanation of Plate IX 
Photo 35. Quartz vein without wollastonite. 
Photo 36. Veinlets of limestone without wollastonite. 
Photo 37. Striped limestone. S1. L: slaty limestone， L: Crystalline limestone 
Photo 38.Slaty limestone.S1.L:slaty limestone，L:CryStansnelimestone 
Photo 39. Mass of woHastonite traversed by apophyl1ite veinlets. A: apophyllite 
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